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INTRODUCTION
0.1. Let 1 be a finite subgroup {[1] of SL(T) where T is a two-dimen-
sional C-vector space. Let U be the enveloping algebra of the affine Lie
algebra with symmetric Cartan datum corresponding to 1 under McKay’s
correspondence [M] and let U& be the lower triangular part of U.
In [L1, L2] I gave a construction of U& together with a basis of it,
directly in terms of 1. (The assumption of [L2] that 1 has even order is
not necessary for what follows.) Let Su be the u-th symmetric power of
T and let S-=u S u be the symmetric algebra of T. Let M$ be a finite
dimensional 1-module over C. Let 4M$ be the set of all S--algebra structures
on M$ that are compatible with the natural 1-action and are such that Su
acts as zero for large enough u. In [L1, L2] it was shown that 4M$ is in
a natural way an affine algebraic variety of pure dimension. Moreover, for
each irreducible component X of 4M$ , a canonical constructible function
fX : 4M$  Z was defined. It was shown that the C-vector space spanned by
the fX (for various M$ up to isomorphism and various X) is closed under
a natural convolution operation (similar to one considered by Hall and Ringel)
and is in fact an algebra isomorphic to U& for which the fX provide a
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distinguished basis B (not necessarily the same as the canonical basis). The
fX corresponding to a fixed M$ span a weight space of U&.
0.2. Nakajima [N1, N2] has found a beautiful modification of the
variety 4M$ . Let M be a second finite dimensional 1-module over C.
Nakajima defines an open set (‘‘stable points’’) 4snM, M$ of 4M$_Hom1 (M, M$)
on which the automorphism group G of the 1-module M$ acts freely. He
shows that the quotient 4snM, M$ G is a projective algebraic variety and that
it plays the same role for the study of highest weight integrable modules of
U as 4M$ played for the study of U&.
Thus, let L be an integrable highest weight U-module. We may assume
that for any irreducible representation \ of 1, the highest weight evaluated
at the simple coroot corresponding to \ is the multiplicity of 1 in the
1-module \M. It is easy to see that, by applying the elements of B to
the highest weight vector of L, we get a bijection of a subset BM of B onto
a basis of L. (The elements in B&BM are mapped to 0.) Nakajima shows
that an irreducible component X of 4M$ corresponds to an element of BM
if and only if X_Hom1 (M, M$) meets 4snM, M$ . Hence BM is in natural
bijection with the set of irreducible components of the variety 4snM, M$ G
(with variable M$).
0.3. From the fact that 4M$ has pure dimension, it follows that 4snM, M$G
has pure dimension. More precisely, Nakajima shows that 4snM, M$G is a
lagrangian subvariety of a symplectic manifold 4sM, M$, 0 G (again an orbit
space). He also shows that 4snM, M$G is just one fibre of a canonical proper
morphism 4sM, M$, 0 G  YM, M$ where YM, M$ is a certain variety defined as
a geometric quotient.
0.4. Until now there were no explicit descriptions of the ‘‘quiver variety’’
4snM, M$ G other than as an orbit space (except in some very special cases).
In this paper, we give the following explicit description of the quiver variety
4snM, M$ G. We show (see Section 6) that 4
sn
M, M$ G is naturally in bijection
with the variety HM$0 (M) consisting of all S
--submodules W of S -M
which are also 1-submodules such that (S-M)W is isomorphic to M$
as a 1-module and such that W contains S uM for all large enough u.
(1 acts on both factors of S-M.) In this description, the fact that 4snM, M$G
is a projective variety is obvious.
0.5. The results above apply also when U, U& are replaced by the
analogous objects U
*
, U
*
& attached to the corresponding finite dimen-
sional simple Lie algebra (of simply laced type). See Section 7. We simply
have to restrict ourselves to 1-modules M, M$ in which the unit representa-
tion of 1 does not occur. Thus, the varieties 4M$ (resp. 4snM, M$G=H
M$
0 (M))
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for such M, M$ describe U
*
& (resp. the finite dimensional highest weight
modules for U
*
). These are just a subset of the set of varieties considered
above in the affine case.
0.6. For fixed M as in 0.5, the varieties YM, M$ in 0.3 (for various M$
as in 0.5) form naturally an inductive system, so their union YM is well
defined. We will identify YM with an explicitly defined algebraic variety
Z0D , at least up to homeomorphism. (See Section 5.) The proof in Section 5
is based on a result in invariant theory from Section 1.
The analogue of YM in the affine case is not described in this paper.
0.7. Most of this paper is written so that it applies to a general graph,
not just one of affine or finite type. In the general case a central role is
played by the pre-projective algebra introduced by Gelfand and Ponomarev
[GP] and further studied in [DR]. This algebra is spanned by the paths
in the graph (we are allowed to walk along an edge in either direction)
and there are certain quadratic relations, one for each vertex in the graph.
An explicit description of the quiver varieties in this case is given in 2.26.
Another explicit description is given in 4.13 for graphs satisfying an evenness
condition. (The proof is based on techniques from Section 3.)
1. A RESULT ON INVARIANT POLYNOMIALS
1.1. We fix an oriented graph (I, H) where I, H are finite sets. Thus, we
are given two maps H  I denoted h [ h$ and h [ h". We say that I is the
set of vertices and H is the set of oriented edges (the edge h # H goes from
the vertex h$ to the vertex h").
1.2. Let C be the category whose objects are I-graded C-vector spaces
V=i # I Vi and whose morphism are linear maps compatible with the
grading. Let C0 be the full subcategory of C whose objects are I-graded
finite dimensional C-vector spaces.
Given D # C0, V # C we define M=MD, V to be the C-vector space
consisting of all triples (x, p, q) where
x=(xh)h # H # 
h # H
Hom(Vh$ , Vh"),
p=( pi) i # I # 
i # I
Hom(D i , V i),
q=(qi) i # I # 
i # I
Hom(Vi , Di).
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In the remainder of this section we assume that V # C0. There is a natural
linear action of the algebraic group
G=GV =‘
i # I
GL(Vi)
on M given by
g: (x, p, q) [ (gx, gp, qg&1),
where (gx)h= gh"xh g&1h$ for all h, (gp) i= gipi , (qg
&1) i=qig&1i for all i.
Let R be the algebra of regular functions M  C. The action of G on M
induces an action of G on R. Let RG be the algebra of invariants of G
on R. We want to describe a set of generators of the algebra RG. We give
two examples of elements in RG.
(a) Let h1 , h2 , ..., hr be a cycle of our graph, that is a sequence in H
such that h"1=h$2 , h"2=h$3 , ..., h"r&1=h$r , h"r=h$1 . This cycle defines a G-invariant
polynomial M  C given by (x, p, q) [ Tr(xhrxhr&1 } } } xh1 : Vh$1  Vh$1).
(b) Let h1 , h2 , ..., hr be a path of our graph, that is a sequence in H
such that h"1=h$2 , h"2=h$3 , ..., h"r&1=h$r . This path together with a linear
form / on Hom(Dh$1 , Dh"r) defines a G-invariant polynomial M  C given
by (x, p, q) [ /(qh"r xhr xhr&1 } } } xh1 ph$1).
Theorem 1.3. The G-invariant functions described in 1.2(a),(b) form a
set of algebra generators of RG.
For the proof of the theorem we need a number of lemmas.
Lemma 1.4. Let V$ be a finite dimensional C-vector space, let 1 be a
group and let 1  GL(V$) be a homomorphism. Let n be an integer 1.
Consider the map from the space of linear maps V$}n  C to the space of
homogeneous polynomials V$  C of degree n given by f [ f1 where f1(v$)=
f (v$v$ } } } v$). This map is surjective. Moreover, its restriction to the
spaces of 1-invariants of the two spaces above is also surjective.
If f1 : V$  C is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n, we define
f2 : V$n  C by
f2(v$1 , v$2 , ..., v$n)=(n !)&1 : (&1)n&r f1(v$j1+v$j2+ } } } +v$jr),
where the sum is taken over all sequences 1 j1< j2< } } } < jrn with r>0.
One can check that f2 is a multilinear function hence it defines a linear form
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V$}n  C denoted again by f2 . The map of the lemma attaches to f2 the
polynomial f1 . This follows from the identity
:
n
r=1 \
n
r+ (&1)n&r rn=n !. (a)
Assuming that (a) is proved, we see that the first statement of the lemma
holds. The second one follows from the first since the construction f1 [ f2
commutes with the action of 1.
We now prove (a). Let J be a set of cardinal n. For any S/J, let XS
be the set of all maps J  J with image contained in S and let YS be the
set of all maps J  J with image equal to S. We have XS=T ; T/S YS
hence >(XS)=T ; T/S >(YT). From this we deduce that >(YS)=
T ; T/S (&1)>S&>T >(XT). We take S=J in the last equality. Note that
>(YJ)=n ! and >(XT)=>(T )n. This proves (a). The lemma is proved.
Lemma 1.5. For each i # I let Ei be a finite dimensional C-vector space,
let Gi be a reductive group over C and let Gi  GL(Ei) be a homomorphism
of algebraic groups. We regard E=}i # I E i naturally as a >i # I Gi -module.
Let E i0 (resp. E0) be the space of linear forms on E
i (resp. E) that are invariant
under Gi (resp. >i # I Gi). Then we have canonically }i # I E i0 $E0 .
The proof is immediate.
Lemma 1.6. Let W be a finite dimensional C-vector space. Let W* be
the dual vector space and let ( , ): W_W*  C be the canonical pairing.
We consider the tensor product T=W }nW*}m.
(a) If m{n, then the space of GL(W)-invariant linear forms on T
is 0.
(b) Assume that m=n. For any permutation _: [1, n]  [1, n] let
f_ : T  C be the GL(W)-invariant linear form on T given by
f_(w1 w2  } } } wn w$1 w$2  } } } w$n)= ‘
n
s=1
(ws , w$_(s)) .
Then the f_ for the various permutations _ as above generate the vector space
of GL(W)-invariant linear forms on T.
This is well known. See [W].
1.7. Proof of Theorem 1.3. We fix an integer n1. It is enough to
show that the space of G-invariant homogeneous polynomials M  C of
degree n is generated as a vector space by the various products of functions
of the form 1.2(a),(b) which have degree n.
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For each i # I, let Di be a basis of the vector space D i . We can identify
M=\h # H V*h$ Vh"+\ i # I ; $ # Di Vi, $+\ i # I ; $ # Di V*i, $+
as G-modules, where G acts on the right hand side in the obvious way.
Here Vi, $ is a copy of Vi indexed by $. Then M}n is a direct sum of
G-stable subspaces of the form E=E1 E2  } } } En where each Ej is
either V*h$ Vh" for some h # H, or Vi, $ for some i # I, $ # Di , or V*i, $ for
some i # I, $ # Di . Hence the space of G-invariant linear forms M}n  C is
naturally the direct sum of the spaces of G-invariant linear forms E  C for
various E as above.
We fix E as above. We consider a second copy I  of I in bijection with
i under i W i  . For each j # [1, n] we define a subset Sj /I ? I  as follows:
Sj=[h$ , h" ] if Ej=V*h$ Vh" for h # H ;
Sj=[i] if Ej=Vi, $ ;
Sj=[i  ] if Ej=V*i, $ .
Let S=j # [1, n] Sj . We regard S as a multisubset of I ? I  , that is i
(resp. i  ) appears in S as many times as the number of j with i # Sj (resp.
i  # Sj). An arrangement for S is a partition of S into two-element subsets
of the form [i, i  ]. If an arrangement for S exists, we choose one and we
associate to it a linear form #: E  C as follows. Let ej # Ej be such that
ej=e$j e"j , e$j # V*h$ , e"j # Vh" whenever Ej=V*h$ Vh" for h # H.
Then #(e1 e2  } } } en) is by definition a product of factors, one for
each two-element subset [i, i  ] in the arrangement. Recall that
i # Sj , i  # S}~ for well defined j, }~ # [1, n]. The corresponding factor is
(ej , e}~ ) if Ej=Vi, $ , E}~ =V*i, $ ;
(e"j , e}~ ) if Ej=V*h$ Vh" , h"=i, E }~ =V*i, $ ;
(ej , e$}~ ) if Ej=Vi, $ , E}~ =V*h $ Vh " , h $=i;
(e"j , e$}~ ) if Ej=V*h$ Vh" , h"=i, E }~ =V*h $ Vh " , h $=i.
It is clear that the linear form # is well-defined and G-invariant.
We can consider the elements j # [1, n] as the vertices of a graph 2 in
which j, }~ are joined by an edge if there exist i # Sj , i # S}~ so that [i, i ]
belongs to our arrangement. We decompose [1, n] in a disjoint union of
subsets: the connected components of 2. Each two-element subset in our
arrangement is associated as above to an edge of 2, hence it is attached to
some connected component.
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Grouping together the factors in #(e1 e2  } } } en) corresponding
to [i, i  ] that are attached to a fixed connected component, we obtain a
decomposition of #(e1 e2  } } } en) as a product of factors, one for each
connected component.
We now describe the factor corresponding to a fixed connected
component 20 . There are two cases:
(a) 20 contains no vertices j such that Ej=V i, $ or Ej=V*i, $ ;
(b) 20 contains exactly one vertex j such that Ej=Vi, $ and exactly
one vertex j $ such that Ej $=V*i $, $$ .
In case (a), there exists a cycle h1 , h2 , ..., hr in (I, H) such that the 20 is a
subset [ j1 , j2 , ... jr] of [1, n] where Ejs=V*h$s Vh"s for s=1, ..., r and the
corresponding factor is
(e"j1 , e$j2)(e"j2 , e$j3) } } } (e"jr&1 , e$jr)(e"jr , e$j1) .
In case (b), there exists a path h1 , h2 , ..., hr in (I, H) and i, i $ # I, $ # Di ,
$$ # Di $ such that 20 is a subset [ j, j1 , j2 , ..., jr , j $] of [1, n] where
Ejs=V*h$s Vh"s for s=1, ..., r, Ej=Vi, $ , Ej $=V*i $, $$
and the corresponding factor is
(ej , e$j1)(e"j1 , e$j2)(e"j2 , e$j3) } } } (e"jr&1 , e$jr)(e"jr , ej $).
Note that E=}i # I E i where each E i is a tensor product of factors of form
Vi and Vi*. Applying Lemma 1.5 to E=}i # I E i and Gi=GL(V i) and
Lemma 1.6 to W=Vi and T=Ei we see that the space of G-invariant
linear forms E  C is spanned by the linear forms corresponding to arrange-
ments as above. (If no arrangements exist, the space of G-invariant linear forms
E  C is zero.) These linear forms may be regarded as linear forms M}n  C
which are zero on summands other than E; and these generate the space
of G-invariant linear forms M}n  C. From these we obtain a set of generators
for the space of G-invariant homogeneous polynomials M  C of degree n.
These are products of factors corresponding to the components described
in (a), (b); the factors are of the type given in 1.2(a), (b). The theorem is
proved.
1.8. Remark. In the special case where D=0, the theorem reduces to
the following result of Le Bruyn and Procesi [LP].
Corollary 1.9. If D=0, the G-invariant functions described in 1.2(a)
form a set of algebra generators of RG.
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2. THE MODULI SPACE OF STABLE QUADRUPLES
2.1. In the remainder of this paper we assume that the data in 1.1
satisfy h${h" for all h # H and that we are given a (necessarily fixed point
free) involution h [ h of H such that (h )$=h" for all h # H. We assume that
a function =: H  C* such that
=(h)+=(h )=0 (a)
for all h # H is fixed. (See [L1, 12.15] for a discussion of the reason why
all choices of = are essentially equivalent.)
For & # Z[I] we shall write &i for the i-component of &. Thus, &i # Z and
&=i # I &i i. For V # C and & # N[I], the notation |V|=& means: V # C0
and dim Vi=&i for all i.
2.2. For any i, j # I, let P ij be the set of all sequences h1 , h2 , ..., hr in H
such that i=h"1 , h$1=h"2 , h$2=h"3 , ..., h$r&1=h"r , h$r= j. (Then hr , hr&1 , ..., h1
is a path in the sense of 1.2.) Let ei # P ii be the empty sequence. For i, j, k
in I, we have a well defined map
P ij_P
j
k  P
i
k (a)
given by
(h1 , h2 , ..., hr), (h 1 , h 2 , ..., h r$) [ (h1 , h2 , ..., hr , h 1 , h 2 , ..., h r$).
Let F ij be the C-vector space with basis P
i
j . Let F= i, j F
i
j . We regard
F as a C-algebra in which the product f ij , f
j $
k of f
i
j # P
i
j , f
j $
k # P
j $
k is the
image of ( f ij , f
j $
k ) under (a), if j= j $ and is 0, if j ${ j. This algebra is
associative and has unit element i # I ei . The elements of F of the form
(h1 , h2 , ..., hr) # P ij are said to be monomials of length r. In particular, the
ei are monomials of length 0.
2.3. Let D # C0. Let E$D= i # I E$
D
i , E
D=i # I E
D
i , E"
D= i # I E"
D
i
be the I-graded vector spaces defined by
E$Di = 
j, k # I
F ij F
j
k Dk ,
EDi =
k # I
F ik Dk , E"Di =
k # I
Hom(Fki , Dk).
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We regard E$D as a F-module by setting for f ni $ # F
n
i $ , f
i
j # F
i
j , f
j
k # F
j
k ,
dk # Dk
f ni $( f
i
j  f
j
k dk)=( f
n
i $ f
i
j) f
j
k dk .
We regard ED as a F-module by setting for f ni $ # F
n
i $ , f
i
k # F
i
k , dk # Dk
f ni $( f
i
k dk)=( f
n
i $ f
i
k)dk .
We regard E"D as a F-module as follows. For f ni $ # F
n
i$ and , # Hom(F
k
i , Dk)
we set f ni $,=0 (if i ${i) and f
n
i $,=,$ # Hom(F
k
n , Dk) (if i $=i) where
,$( f kn)=,( f
k
n f
n
i $) for f
k
n # F
k
n . Note that, for E=E$
D, ED, E"D we have
ei Ei=Ei and ej Ei=0 if i{ j.
2.4. Let *=i # I *i i # C[I], where *i # C for all i # I. For i # I we define
%i= :
h # H; h"=i
=(h)(h, h ) # F ii , %i, *=%i&*iei # F
i
i .
Here we regard (h, h ) as an element of P ii .
A vector in the vector space
‘
i, j # I
Hom(F ij , Hom(Dj , D i)) (a)
may be considered as a collection
?=[?f ij # Hom(D j , D i) | f
i
j # F
i
j ; i, j # I]
such that ?f ij depends linearly of f
i
j # F
i
j .
Let Z*D be the set of vectors ? in the vector space (a) such that
?f ji ?f ik=?f ji %i, * f ik (b)
for all f ji # F
j
i , f
i
k # F
i
k .
2.5. Let ? # Z*D . We define a C-linear map :? : E
D  E"D by
:?( f il dl)= :
k # I
,k , (a)
where f il # F
i
l , dl # Dl and ,k # Hom(F
k
i , Dk) is given by
,k( f ki )=?f ik f il (dl) # Dk (b)
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for f ki # F
k
i . We define a C-linear map ;? : E$
D  ED by
;?( f ij  f jk dk)= f ij ?f jk (dk)&( f
i
j%j, * f
j
k )dk
for f ij # F
i
j , f
j
k # F
j
k , dk # Dk .
Lemma 2.6. :? and ;? are homomorphisms of F-modules.
The proof is immediate.
Lemma 2.7. E$D w
;? ED w
:? E"D is a complex, that is, :?;?=0.
Let f ij # F
i
j , f
j
l # F
j
l , dl # Dl . We have
:?(;?( f ij  f
j
l dl))=:?( f
i
j ?f jl (dl))&:?(( f
i
j%j, * f
j
l ) dl)= :
k # I
,k ,
where ,k # Hom(Fki , Dk) is given by ,k( f
k
i )=?f ik f ij ?f jl (dl)&?f ik f ij %j, * f jl (dl),
which is zero by 2.4(b). The lemma is proved.
2.8. We set K?=Ker(:?), I?=Im(;?). By Lemma 2.6, K? and I?
are F-submodules of ED. By Lemma 2.7, we have
I?/K?.
From the definitions it is clear that :? , ;? are compatible with the I-gradings.
Hence
K?=
i # I
K?i , I
?=
i # I
I?i ,
where K?i =K
? & EDi , I
?
i =I
? & EDi .
2.9. We define C-linear maps pi : D i  E
D
i , q
?
i : E
D
i  Di by
pi (di)=ei di for di # Di ,
q i ( f
i
k dk)=?f ik (dk) for f
i
k # F
i
k , dk # Dk .
Let ‘i : E"Di Di be the linear map given by ‘i (,)=,(ei) for , # Hom(F
k
i , Dk)
with k=i, ‘i (,)=0 for , # Hom(Fki , Dk) with k{i. We have, from the
definitions
qi (x)=‘i (:?(x)) (a)
for all x # EDi . It follows that
K?i /q
&1
i (0).
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We have, from the definitions
?f ij (dj)=q i ( f
i
jp j (dj)) (b)
for f ij # F
i
j , dj # Dj .
Lemma 2.10. For any x # EDi we have pi q i (x)=%i, *x modulo I
?
i .
Let f ik # F
i
k , dk # Dk . We have
pi q i ( f
i
k dk)&%i, *( f
i
k dk)=ei ?f ik (dk)&(%i, * f
i
k)dk
=;?(ei f ik dk) # I
?
i .
The lemma is proved.
2.11. If V$ is an I-graded subspace of V # C and x=(xh)h # H #
h # H Hom(Vh$ , Vh"), we say that V$ is x-adapted if xh(V$h$)/V$h" for all h # H.
Let * be as in 2.4. Following Nakajima [N2] we define 4D, V, * to be the
set of all (x, p, q) # MD, V (see 1.2) such that
:
h # H; h"=i
=(h) xhxh & piqi&*i : Vi  Vi
is zero for all i # I.
Following [N2] we say that a triple (x, p, q) # 4D, V, * is stable if it
satisfies the following condition:
If S is an x-adapted I-graded subspace of V containing Im( p), then S=V.
Let 4sD, V, * be the set of stable triples in 4D, V, * .
We can reformulate Lemma 2.10 as follows:
For ? # Z*D , (x
?, p, q) belongs to 4D, E DI?, * , where x?h : E
D
h$ I
?
h$  E
D
h"I
?
h" is
multiplication by h # H in the F-module structure of EDI?; p has i-component
induced by pi ; q has i-component induced by q i .
From the definition we see that the F-submodule of EDI? generated by
Im(p) is EDI? itself. Equivalently, we have
(x?, p, q) # 4sD, E DI?, * . (a)
In fact, we will see in 2.17 that (x?, p, q) is in some sense a universal stable
triple.
2.12. Let (x, p, q) # 4D, V, * . We regard V as a F-module by the require-
ment that, for (h1 , h2 , ..., hr) # P ij , v # Vj $ , (h1 , h2 , ..., hr) v is xh1xh2 } } } xhr v # Vi ,
if j $= j and is 0, if j ${ j. From the definitions we have
%i, * vi= piqi (vi) for vi # Vi . (a)
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To (x, p, q) we attach ?=[?f ij # Hom(D j , D i) | f
i
j # F
i
j , i, j # I] by ?f ij (dj)
=qi ( f ijpj (dj)) for f
i
j # F
i
j , dj # Dj . We show that
? # Z*D .
Indeed, let f ji # F
j
i , f
i
k # F
i
k , dk # Dk . We have
?f ji ? f ik (dk)=?f ji (qi ( f
i
k pk(dk)))=qj ( f
j
i piqi ( f
i
k pk(dk))),
?f ji %i, * f ik(dk)=qj ( f
j
i %i, *f
i
k pk(dk)).
We must show that ?f ji ?f ik (dk)=?f ji %i, * f ik (dk) (see 2.4(b)) or, equivalently,
that
qj ( f ji piqi ( f
i
k pk(dk)))=qj ( f
j
i %i, * f
i
k pk(dk)).
But this follows from piqi ( f ik pk(dk))=%i, * f
i
k pk(dk) which is a special case
of (a).
2.13. Next, to (x, p, q) # 4D, V, * and to i # I, we attach a C-linear map
8i : EDi  Vi by
8i ( f ik dk)= f
i
k pk(dk)
for f ik # F
i
k , dk # Dk . Let 8: E
D  V be given by 8=i 8i . We verify
that
8i (I?i )=0.
Let f ij # F
i
j , f
j
k # F
j
k , dk # Dk . We have
8i (;?( f ij  f
j
k dk))=8i ( f
i
j ?f jk (dk)&( f
i
j %j, * f
j
k)dk)
= f ij pj (?f jk (dk))& f
i
j%j, * f
j
k pk(dk)
= f ij pjqj ( f
j
k pk(dk))& f
i
j%j, * f
j
k pk(dk)
and this is zero by 2.12(a). Thus, our claim is verified.
2.14. We show that 8: ED  V is a homomorphism of F-modules. It is
enough to show that, for f ni # F
n
i , f
i
k # F
i
k , dk # Dk , we have
8( f ni f
i
k dk)= f
n
i 8( f
i
k dk).
Both sides are equal to f ni f
i
k pk(dk) and our claim is verified.
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2.15. Let !i : Vi  E"Di be the linear map defined by !i (vi)=k # I ,k
where ,k # Hom(Fki , Dk) is given by ,k( f
k
i )= pk( f
k
i vi) for f
k
i # F
k
i . From
the definitions, we have
:?(x)=!i (8i (x)) (a)
for any x # EDi . Both sides map f
i
l dl with f il # F il , dl # Dl to k # I ,$k
where ,$k # Hom(Fki , Dk) is given by ,$k( f
k
i )= pk( f
k
i f
i
l pl (dl)) for f
k
i # F
k
i .
From (a) we deduce
8&1(0)/K?. (b)
2.16. For di # Di , x # EDi , we have, from the definitions,
pi (di)=8i (pi (di)), qi (8i (x))=q i (x).
Lemma 2.17. 8: ED  V is surjective if and only if (x, p, q) is stable.
Assume first that (x, p, q) is stable. Let W=Im(8). We have W=i # I Wi
where Wi=Im(8i). Using the definition of 8i we see that f ik(Im( pk))/Wi
for any f ik # F
i
k . Hence, the F-submodule W$ of V generated by Im( p) is
contained in W. Now W$ is an x-adapted I-graded subspace of V contain-
ing Im( p). By the stability of (x, p, q) we have W$=V. Hence W=W$ and
8 is surjective.
Conversely, assume that 8 is surjective. Let S be an x-adapted I-graded
subspace of V containing Im( p). Then f ik pk(dk) # S for any f
i
k # F
i
k , dk # Dk .
Using the definition of 8, we see that the image of 8 is contained in S.
Since 8 is surjective, it follows that S=V and (x, p, q) is stable. The
lemma is proved.
2.18. Let RD, * be the set of all pairs (?, V) where ? # Z*D and V is an
I-graded subspace of ED such that I?/V/K? and such that V is a
F-submodule of ED.
Assume that we are given (?, V) # RD, * . For h # H, let xh : (EDV)h$ 
(EDV)h" be given by multiplication by h in the F-module structure of EDV.
Let qi : (EDV) i  Di be the map induced by q i : E
D  Di . (Recall
from 2.9 that q i is zero on K
?
i , hence is zero on Vi since Vi /K
?
i .) Let
pi : Di  (EDV) i be the composition of p i : Di  EDi with the canonical
projection EDi  (E
DV) i .
Let x=(xh)h # H , p=( pi) i # I , q=(qi) i # I . From Lemma 2.10, we see that
(x, p, q) # 4D, E DV, * . (We use the inclusion I?/V.)
As in 2.12, (with V=EDV), to (x, p, q) we associate an element of Z*D .
This element is in fact equal to our given ?. This follows from 2.9(b).
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As in 2.13, (with V=EDV), to (x, p, q) we associate a linear map
8i : EDi  (E
DV)i . This linear map is in fact equal to the obvious projection.
(The verification is immediate.) In particular, 8i : EDi  (E
DV)i is surjective.
Hence, from Lemma 2.17, we see that (x, p, q) # 4sD, E DV, * .
2.19. Assume that D, * are fixed. We say that (V, x, p, q) is a stable
quadruple if V # C and (x, p, q) # 4sD, V, * .
Two stable quadruples (V, x, p, q), (V$, x$, p$, q$) are said to be similar if
there exists an isomorphism #=(#i) i # I : V[V$ (in C) such that
x$h=#h"xh#&1h$ for all h, p$i=#ipi , q$i=qi#
&1
i for all i.
It is clear that similarity gives an equivalence relation on stable quadruples.
Let R$D, * be the set of similarity classes of stable quadruples.
If (V, x, p, q) is a stable quadruple, then we can define ? # Z*? and 8: E
D  V
as in 2.12, 2.13 and 8 will be surjective by 2.17. Hence, if we set V=Ker(8),
then (?, V) # RD, * . (We use 2.14 and 2.15(b).) Clearly, (?, V) depends only
on the similarity class of (V, x, p, q). Thus, we have defined a map R$D, * 
RD, * . We now define a map in the opposite direction.
Let (?, V) # RD, * . In 2.18 we have attached to (?, V) a triple (x, p, q)
# 4sD, E DV, * . Associating to (?, V) the similarity class of (E
DV, x, p, q)
we obtain a map RD, *  R$D, * . It is clear that this is the inverse of the map
R$D, *  RD, * considered above. Thus we have the following result.
Theorem 2.20. The sets RD, * , R$D, * are in natural bijection.
For &=i # I &i i, let RD, &, * be the set of all (?, V) # RD, * such that
|EDV|=&. Let R$D, &, * be the set of all equivalence classes of stable quad-
ruples (V, x, p, q) with |V|=&. The bijection in the theorem restricts to a
bijection
RD, &, * W R$D, &, * .
Note that R$D, &, * may be regarded as the moduli space of stable quadruples
(with fixed D, &, *) and the theorem gives a way to pick up a canonical
stable quadruple in any similarity class of stable quadruples (namely one
of the form (EDV, x, p, q) as in 2.19).
2.21. We now assume (until the end of 2.26) that * in 2.4 is 0.
Let V # C0 and let x=(xh)h # H # h # H Hom(Vh$ , Vh"). Following
[L1, 1.7], we say that x is nilpotent if there exists N1 such that for any
path h1 , h2 , ..., hr in (I, H) (see 1.2(b)) with rN, the composition
xhr xhr&1 } } } xh1 : Vh$1  Vh"r is zero. If x is nilpotent, then N above may be
chosen to be i dim Vi . (This follows from [L1, 1.8].)
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Let 4snD, V be the set of all (x, p, q) # 4
s
D, V, 0 such that x is nilpotent
and q=0.
Lemma 2.22. Assume that V # C0. The following conditions for (x, p, q)
# 4sD, V, 0 are equivalent :
(i) The closure of the GV -orbit of (x, p, q) in MD, V contains 0.
(ii) (x, p, q) # 4snD, V .
Assume that (i) holds. By the Hilbert-Mumford theorem, there exists a
1-parameter subgroup (gt)t # C* of G such that limt  0 gt(x, p, q)=(0, 0, 0).
Let gt(x, p, q)=(x(t), p(t), q(t)) for t # C*. We have a direct sum decom-
position V=k Wk where gt(v)=tkv for v # Wk. Note that Wk is an
I-graded subspace of V.
We have xh(v)=k$ xh; k, k$v for v # Wkh$ , where xh; k, k$ : W
k
h$  W
k$
h" . Then
x(t)h (v)=k$ xh; k, k$ tk$&kv for v # Wkh$ . Since this tends to 0 for t  0, it
follows that xh; k, k$=0 for k$k. It follows that x is nilpotent and that
the subspace k>0 W
k is x-adapted. We have p(t)(d )=k pk(d ) tk where
pk : D  Wk. Since this tends to 0 for t  0 it follows that pk=0 for k0.
Thus, k>0 W
k is both x-adapted and contains the image of p. By the
stability of (x, p, q) we have V=k>0 Wk.
We have q(t)(v)=t&kq(v) for v # Wk. Since this tends to 0 for t  0 it
follows that q |W k=0 for k0. Hence q=0. Hence (ii) holds.
Conversely, assume that (ii) holds. By [L1, 1.8], we can find a sequence
V=V0#V1# } } } #Vm=V of I-graded subspaces of V such that xh(Vkh$)/
Vk+1h" for k # [0, m&1] and all h. For k # [1, m], let W
k be an I-graded
subspace of Vk&1 complementary to Vk. Then V=mk=1 W
k. For t # C*, let
gt # GV be defined by gt=tk on Wk. It is clear that limt  0 gt(x, p, 0)
=(0, 0, 0). The lemma is proved.
2.23. Let J be the subspace of F spanned by the elements f ij%j f
j
k with
f ij # F
i
j , f
j
k # F
j
k ; equivalently, J is the two-sided ideal of F generated by
the elements %j with j # I. Note that
(a) if (x$, p$, q$) # 4sD, V, 0 and the element ? # Z
0
D attached in 2.12 to
(x$, p$, q$) is 0, then q$=0 and the subspace V of ED attached to (V, x$, p$, q$)
in 2.19 satisfies JED/V.
Indeed, for ?=0 we have K0=ED and I0=JED. Hence JED/V.
By definition (2.9), we have q=0. Hence the quadruple (EDV, x, p, q)
attached to (0, V) in 2.18 has q=0. Since this quadruple is similar to
(V, x$, p$, q$), we must have q$=0, as claimed.
Let (x, p, q) # 4snD, V . The element ? # Z
0
D attached in 2.12 to (x, p, q) is
0 since q=0. Hence the subspace V of ED attached to (V, x, p, q) in 2.19
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satisfies JED/V and any monomial m in F of large enough length (say,
dim(EDV)) acts on EDV as zero, or equivalently mED/V.
2.24. For &= &i i # N[I], let R$nD, & be the set of all equivalence
classes of stable quadruples (V, x, p, 0) with |V|=&, (x, p, 0) # 4snD, V .
Let RnD, & be the set of all pairs (?, V) where ? # Z
0
D is 0 and V is an
I-graded subspace of ED such that JED/V, |EDV|=& and such that V
is a F-submodule of ED which contains mED for any monomial m of large
enough length (or equivalently, of length i &i).
The bijection in 2.20 restrics to a bijection of the subset R$nD, & of R$D, &, 0
with the subset RnD, & of RD, &, 0 .
2.25. Let P=FJ. (An associative algebra with 1.) The algebra P was
introduced in [GP]. (In [GP] the function = is taken to be identically one;
by a change of scale this can be transformed into a function as in 2.1(a)
since the graphs considered in [GP] are assumed to be trees.) In [DR],
the algebra P is called the preprojective algebra. We have
J & F ij= :
k # I
F ik%k F
k
j
since %k # Fkk . It follows that the direct sum decomposition F=i, j # I F
i
j
is compatible with the subspace J, that is, J is the sum of its intersections
with the summands in this decomposition. Hence, if P ij denotes the image
of F ij under the canonical map F  P, then P=i, j # I P
i
j .
The image in P of a monomial of length r in F is again called a
monomial of length r.
Let E D=i # I E Di be the I-graded vector space given by
E Di =
k # I
P ik Dk .
We have canonically E D=EDJED. Hence the F-module structure on ED
induces a P-module structure on E D.
Theorem 2.26. Let D # C0, & # N[I]. There is a canonical bijection between
the set R$nD, & (see 2.24) and the set R
n
D, & consisting of all I-graded subspaces V
of E D such that |E DV |=& and such that V is a P-submodule of E D which
contains mE D for any monomial m of large enough length (equivalently, of
length i &i) in P.
Taking inverse under the canonical map ED  E D clearly defines a bijection
of R nD, & onto R
n
D, & . We compose this bijection with the bijection between R
n
D, &
and R$nD, & in 2.24. This gives the desired bijection.
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In the same way, using 2.24(a), we obtain a bijection between the sets
(a), (b) below:
(a) the set of similarity classes of stable quadruples (V, x, p, q) with
|V|=&, (x, p, q) # 4sD, V, 0 such that the associated element ? # Z
0
D is 0;
(b) the set of all I-graded subspaces V of E D such that V is a
P-submodule of E D and |E DV |=&.
2.27. The definition of stability that we used in 2.11 is dual to that used
in [N2]. More precisely, for V # C0, let 4*sD, V, * be the set of all (x, p, q) #
4D, V, * such that the following condition is satisfied.
If S is an x-adapted I-graded subspace of V contained in Ker(q), then
S=0.
It is clear that, for (x, p, q) # 4D, V, * we have (x, p, q) # 4*sD, V, * if and
only if ( tx , tq, tp) # 4sD*, V*, * . Here D*, V* are the dual spaces of D, V and
tx h is the transpose of xh .
For future reference, we note the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.28. Assume that (x, p, q), (x$, p$, q$) are two points of 4sD, V, *
& 4*sD, V, * such that the associated elements ?, ?$ in Z
*
D are the same. Then
(x, p, q), (x$, p$, q$) are in the same GV-orbit.
Let V (resp. V$) be the subspace of ED corresponding to (V, x, p, q)
(resp. (V, x$, p$, q$)) as in 2.19.
Under the canonical isomorphism EDV[V, the subspace K?V of
EDV corresponds to an I-graded, x-adapted subspace of V contained in
Ker(q). (See 2.15(b).) This subspace must be zero, since (x, p, q) # 4*sD, V, 0 .
It follows that K?V=0 hence K?=V. Similarly, we have K?$=V$.
Since ?=?$, it follows that V=V$. Using 2.20, we deduce that the stable
quadruples (V, x, p, q), (V, x$, p$, q$) are similar (see 2.19). Hence (x, p, q),
(x$, p$, q$) are in the same GV-orbit. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 2.29. If the GV -orbit of (x, p, q) # 4D, V, * is closed in 4D, V, * and
(x, p, q) has trivial isotropy group in GV , then (x, p, q) # 4*sD, V, * & 4
s
D, V, * .
The inclusion (x, p, q) # 4*sD, V, * is proved in [N2, 3.24] assuming *=0
but, the same proof applies to any *; applying this to ( tx , tq, tp) which still
satisfies the assumptions of the lemma, we obtain (x, p, q) # 4sD, V, * .
One can show that the converse of the lemma holds; namely, if (x, p, q)
# 4*sD, V, * & 4
s
D, V, * , then the GV-orbit of (x, p, q) is closed in 4D, V, * and
(x, p, q) has trivial isotropy group in GV . We will not need this result in
the sequel.
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Lemma 2.30. Assume that the GV -orbit of (x, p, q) # 4D, V, * is closed
in 4D, V, * . Let W be the intersection of all x-adapted I-graded subspaces of
V that contain Im( p). Then:
(a) the GW -orbit of (x|W , p, q|W ) in 4D, W, * is closed in 4D, W, * ;
(b) (x|W , p, q|W ) # 4sD, W, * & 4*
s
D, W, * ;
(c) there exists an I-graded subspace T of V complementary to W
such that T is x-adapted, q|T =0 and such that the GT -orbit of (x| T , 0, 0) is
closed in 40, T, * .
We choose an I-graded subspace T of V complementary to W. Let (+t)t # C*
be a one parameter group in GV defined by +t=1 on W and +t=t&1 on T.
It is clear that limt  0 +t(x, p, q)=(x$, p, q$) # 4V, D, * where both W, T are
x$-adapted, q|T =0 and (x$|W , p, q$| W )=(x| W , p, q|W ).
Since (x$, p, q$) is in the closure of GV (x, p, q) which is closed by
assumption, we have (x$, p, q$) # GV (x, p, q). Hence it suffices to prove the
existence part of (a) for (x$, p, q$) instead of (x, p, q). Note that the
intersection of all x$-adapted I-graded subspaces of V that contain Im( p)
is just W. We set (x$|W , p, q$|W )=(x1 , p1 , q1), x$|T =x2 . It is clear that
(x1 , p1 , q1) # 4sD, W, * and (x2 , 0, 0) # 40, T, * .
Assume now that (x$1 , p$1 , q$1) # 4D, W, * is in the closure of the GW -orbit
of (x1 , p1 , q1) and (x$2 , 0, 0) # 40, T, * is in the closure of the GT -orbit of
(x2 , 0, 0).
Then (x$1 x$2 , p$1 0, q$1 0) is in the closure of the GV-orbit of
(x1 x2 , p1 0, q1 0) in 4D, V, * hence in the orbit itself. Hence we can
find g # GV such that
g(x1 x2 , p1 0, q1 0)=(x$1 x$2 , p$1 0, q$1 0).
We can write
g(v1+v2)= g11(v1)+ g12(v2)+ g21(v1)+ g22(v2)
for v1 # W, v2 # T, where
g11: W  W, g12: T  W, g21: W  T, g22: T  T.
We have
g11h"(x1)h=(x$1)h g
11
h$ , g
12
h"(x2)h=(x$1)h g
12
h$ ,
g21h"(x1)h=(x$2)h g
21
h$ , g
22
h"(x2)h=(x$2)h g
22
h$ ,
g11p1=p$1 , g21p1=0,
q$1g11=q1 , q$1g12=0.
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Let W$=Ker(g21: W  T)/W. The equations above show that W$ is
x1-adapted, Im( p1)/W$. Since (x1 , p1 , q1) # 4sD, W, * , it follows that W$=W.
Hence g21=0. This forces g11 and g22 to be isomorphisms. We see that
g11(x1 , p1 , q1)=(x$1 , p$1 , q$1) and g22(x2 , 0, 0)=(x$2 , 0, 0).
Thus, (x$1 , p$1 , q$1) is in the GW-orbit of (x1 , p1 , q1) and (x$2 , 0, 0) is in the
GT -orbit of (x2 , 0, 0). Thus, (a), (c) are proved.
We prove (b). Since (x1 , p1 , q1) # 4sD, W, * , the isotropy group of
(x1 , p1 , q1) in GW is trivial. (We argue as in [N2, 3.10]. If g stabilizes
(x1 , p1 , q1), then Ker(g&1) is an I-graded, x1-adapted subspace of W
containing Im( p) hence it is W. Hence g=1.) Thus the assumptions of
Lemma 2.29 are satisfied for (W, x1 , p1 , q1) instead of (V, x, p, q). Using
that lemma, we conclude that (x1 , p1 , q1) # 4sD, W, * & 4*
s
D, W, * . The lemma
is proved.
One can show that the space T in (c) is uniquely determined. We will not
need this result in the sequel.
3. ORIENTATIONS
3.1. In this section we shall take * in 2.4 to be zero.
Let O be the set of subsets |/H such that | _ | =H, | & | =<.
Let | # O. Let | F be the subspace of F spanned by monomials
which involve no h # | . Then |F is a subalgebra of F containing the
elements ei , (i # I ).
Let | C be the category of | F-modules that have finite dimension
over C. Any M # | C can be regarded as an object of C0 by M= i # I Mi
where Mi=[x # M | ei x=x].
3.2. Given s0, let s|P
i
j be the set of all sequences (h1 , h2 , ..., hr) # P
i
j
which contain exactly s terms in | . Let s|F
i
j be the subspace of F
i
j spanned
by s|P
i
j . We have
J & s|F
i
j= :
s$+s"+1=s; k # I
( s$|F
i
k) %k(
s"
| F
k
j )
since %k # 1|F
k
k . It follows that the direct sum decomposition F=
i, j # I; s0 (
s
| F
i
j) is compatible with the subspace J, that is, J is the sum
of its intersections with the summands in this decomposition. Hence, if s|P
i
j
denotes the image of s|F
i
j under the canonical map F  P, then we have
Pij=s0 (
s
| P
i
j).
For any k # I and s # N, we set s|Pk=i # I (
s
|P
i
k).
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Lemma 3.3. Assume that (I, |) has no cycles other than the empty ones.
Then
(a) dim( s|F
i
j)<; hence dim(
s
| P
i
j)<;
(b) s|Pk is a left | F-submodule of P.
(The left | F-module structure of P is given by restriction of scalars via the
composition |F  F  P).
Our assumption implies that there are only finitely many paths for (I, |).
From this (a) follows easily. The proof of (b) is immediate.
Proposition 3.4. Under the assumption of 3.3, we have a direct sum
decomposition P=s # N; k # I ( s|Pk) as left |F-modules. Moreover, each
s
|Pk belongs to |C.
This follows immediately from Lemma 3.3.
3.5. In the remainder of this section we fix a subset J/I and |, $| # O
such that for h # H we have
(a) h$ # J O h # | & $| ,
(b) h # |, h$  J if and only if h # $|, h$  J.
Moreover, we shall assume that =: H  C* satisfies
(c) =(h1)==(h2) whenever h$1=h$2 # J.
Let M=i # I Mi # |C. Following [BGP], we attach to M an object
CJM # $|C as follows. We set CJM=i # I (CJM) i where CJ Mi=Mi
for i # I&J,
(CJM) j=Coker \Tj : Mj  h # H; h$= j Mh"+
for j # J ; here, Tj is the C-linear map whose h-component is left multiplica-
tion by h # |F. To specify the $|F-module structure, we must give for any
h # $| a linear map (CJM)h $  (CJM)h " . (Note that h $  J.) If h "  J, then
this linear map is just the map Mh $  Mh " given by the |F-module
structure of M. If h " # J, then this linear map is the composition
Mh $  
h # H; h$=h "
Mh"  Coker(Th ")
(the first map is the obvious isomorphism onto the summand corresponding
to h=h ; the second map is the canonical one).
Note that M  CJM is naturally a functor |C  $| C.
We say that M # | C if Tj is injective for all j # J.
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3.6. For j # I we define a reflection sj : Z[I]  Z[I] by sj ( &ii)= &$i i
where
&$i=&i for i{ j and &$j=&&j+ :
h; h$= j
&h" .
Let W be the subgroup of Aut(Z[I]) generated by [sj | j # I].
Let sJ=>j # J sj # W. The factors sj in the product commute, hence they
can be multiplied in any order. We have sJ ( &ii)= &$i i where
&$i=&i for i  J and &$j=&&j+ :
h; h$= j
&h" for j # J.
Proposition 3.7. Let M # | C.
(a) If M # |C then |CJM|=sJ |M|.
(b) If M is indecomposable in |C and is in | C then CJM is
indecomposable in |$C.
(c) If M is indecomposable in | C and is not in | C then CJM=0
and sJ |M|  N[I].
This goes back to [BGP]. See also [L2, Section 2].
The following result is closely related to a result of Gelfand and
Ponomarev [GP]. Note that [GP] deals only with graphs that are trees.
Several results in [GP] were extended by Dlab and Ringel [DR] to
general graphs but avoiding the ‘‘reflection functor’’ CJ . Thus the following
result is not contained in either [GP] or [DR], although it is closely
related to ideas in those papers.
Proposition 3.8. Let s # N and let k # I. Define s$ # N by s$=s+$k, J
where $k, J=1 if k # J and $k, J=0 if k  J. Assume that (I, |) has no cycles
other than the empty ones. We have canonically CJ ( s|Pk)=
s$
$| Pk .
This follows from the definitions, using Lemmas 3.9, 3.11 below.
Lemma 3.9. For any i # I&J we have
(a) s|P
i
k=
s$
$| P
i
k ,
(b) s|F
i
k=
s$
$|F
i
k ,
s
| P
i
k=
s$
$|P
i
k .
Clearly, (a) implies (b).
We prove (a). Let (h1 , h2 , ..., hr) # s|P
i
k . We have (h1 , h2 , ..., hr) #
s"
| P
i
k for a
well defined s" # N. Let S (resp. $S) be the set of all n # [1, r] such that hn # |
(resp. hn # $| ). Let S0=S & $S. We have S&S0=[n # [1, r] | h"n # J],
$S&S0=[n # [1, r] | h$n # J]. Since h"1=i  J, we have 1  S&S0 .
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Let n # S&S0 . Then, n{1 (see above) and h$n&1=h"n # J. Thus,
n&1 # $S&S0 .
Let n # $S&S0 , n{r. Then h"n+1=h$n # J. Thus, n+1 # S&S0 .
Thus, if r  $S&S0 , then n [ n+1 is a bijection of $S&S0 onto S&S0 .
Hence s"=>($S)=>(S)=s. If r # $S&S0 , then n [ n+1 is a bijection of
($S&S0)&[r] onto S&S0 . Hence s"=>($S)=>(S)+1=s+1.
Now the condition that r # $S&S0 is equivalent to the condition that
h$r # J hence to the condition that k # J (since h$r=k). This proves (a). The
lemma is proved.
3.10. For any j # J we define a diagram
s
|P
j
k w
A

h; h$= j
( s|P
h"
k )= 
h; h$= j
( s$$|P
h"
k ) w
B s$
$|P
j
k (a)
as follows. The middle equality is given by Lemma 3.9(b). The linear map
A has h-component given by left multiplication by h. (We have h # |,
by 3.5(a)). The linear map B has h-component given by h # $|.
Lemma 3.11. (a) We have Im(A)=Ker(B).
(b) B is surjective.
We have a commutative diagram
X$ wwA$ Y$ wwB$ Z$
a b c
X wwA Y wwB Z
Here X wA Y wB Z is the diagram 3.10(a), X$ wA$ Y$ wB$ Z$ is the diagram
s
|F
j
k w
A$

h; h$= j
( s| F
h"
k )= 
h; h$= j
( s$$|F
h"
k ) w
B$ s$
$|F
j
k (c)
where A$, B$ are given by the same formulas as A, B. The vertical maps
a, b, c are the canonical surjections. It is clear that B$ is an isomorphism.
This, together with the surjectivity of c implies (b).
We now prove (a). For any f jk #
s
|F
j
k we have from the definition and
from 3.5(c) that B$A$( f jk)=\%j f
j
k # J. Hence BA=0. It remains to prove
that Ker(B)/Im(A). It is enough to show that b&1 Ker(B)/b&1 Im(A)
(since b is surjective), or equivalently that Ker(cB$)/Ker(b)+Im(A$).
Since B$ is an isomorphism, it is enough to show that B$(Ker(cB$))/B$(Ker(b))
+B$(Im(A$)), or equivalently that Ker(c)/B$(Ker(b))+%jX$.
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Now Ker(c)= s$$|F
j
k & J is spanned by elements f
j
l %l f
l
k where f
j
l #
s1
$|P
j
l ,
f lk #
s2
$|P
l
k and s1+s2+1=s$. Hence it is enough to show that
f jl %l f
l
k # B$(Ker(b))+%jX$ (d)
for any f jl , f
l
k as above.
Assume first that f jl has length >0. Then f
j
l =h f
h"
k where h # H satisfies
h$= j and f h"k #
s1
$|P
h"
k . Hence f
j
l %l f
l
k=h ( f
h"
k %l f
l
k) # B$(Ker(b)). (Note that
f h"k %l f
l
k # Ker(b).)
Assume next that f jl =ej (hence l= j and we can write f
j
k instead of f
l
k).
Then f jl %l f
l
k=%j f
j
k . We show that
f jk #
sP jk . (e)
We have f jk #
s0
| P
j
k for a well-defined s0 # N. Consider the diagram analogous
to (c) in which s is replaced by s0 , s$ by s$0 and A$, B$ become A$0 , B$0 . We
have B$0A$0( f jk)=\%j f
j
k #
s$0
$|F
j
k . But we have also %j f
j
k #
s$
$|F
j
k . Since
%j f jk {0, we must have s$0=s$. We have s$=s+$k, J , s$0=s0+$k, J . Hence
s=s0 . Thus, (e) is established and we have f jl %l f
l
k=%j f
j
k # %j X$. Thus, (d)
is established. The lemma is proved.
4. EVEN GRAPHS
4.1. In this section we assume that (I, H) (as in 1.1, 1.2) satisfies the
following evenness property:
There exists a partition I=I1 ? I &1 such that for any h # H, the vertices
h$, h" cannot be both in I 1 or both in I &1.
We fix I 1, I &1 as above. For $=\1, let |$=[h # H | h$ # I $, h" # I &$].
Then w$ # O (see 3.1) and | $=|&$. Note that (I, |$) has no cycles other
than the trivial ones.
If V # C we define $V=i # I $ Vi where $=\1; we have V= 1V &1V.
In this section we take =: H  C* such that =(h)=1 if h # |1 and =(h)=&1
if h # |&1.
Now (|, $|, J)=(|$, |&$, I$) satisfies 3.5(a),(b) and J=I$ satisfies 3.5(c).
Thus, the results in Section 3 are applicable to (|, $|, J)=(|$, |&$, I $)
where $=\1.
4.2. Let D # C0. We define inductively an object Du=i # I D
u
i # C
0 for
any u # Z and a linear map ,h; u : Duh$  D
u+1
h" for any u # Z and any h # H
as follows.
For u<0, we set Du=0. For u=0, we set D0=D. For u<0, the map
,h; u (for h # H) is the zero map. Assume that for some integer u00, Du is
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already defined for uu0 and ,h; u : Duh$  D
u+1
h" is already defined for
u<u0 and h # H. We define
Du0+1i =Coker \Du0&1i w{ h # H; h$=i D
u0
h"+ ,
where { is the linear map whose h-component is ,h; u0&1 . For h # H we
define ,h ; u0 : D
u0
h $
 Du0+1
h "
as the composition
Du0
h $
 
h # H; h$=h "
Du0h"  D
u0+1
h "
(the first map is the identity isomorphism of Du0
h $
onto the direct summand
corresponding to h=h ; the second map is the canonical one). This completes
the inductive definition of Dui , ,h; u .
4.3. Let D-=u # Z Du. We can regard D- as a left F-module as
follows: ei acts as the identity map on Dui and as 0 on D
u
j where j{i; the
action of h # H on x # Dui is hx=,h; u x # D
u+1
h" if h$=i and hx=0 if h${i.
It is clear that this F-module structure factors through a P-module structure.
By restriction of scalars, this P-module can be regarded as $F-module,
for $=\1. (We shall write $F, $ C instead of |$ F,|$ C.) For u # Z, $=\1
we set
D[u, $]=$Du&1 &$Du.
Clearly, D[u, $] is a $F-submodule of D-. It is a finite dimensional C-vector
space, hence it is in $ C. We have D-=u # Z D[u, $] as a $F-module for
$=\1. From the definitions, we have
C$(D[u, $])=D[u+1, &$], (a)
where we write C$ instead of CI$ . (See 3.5.)
4.4. From the definitions, we see that the P-module D- is generated by
D0=D. Hence there is a unique (surjective) homomorphism of P-modules
_: E D= 
i, k # I
P ik Dk  D-
which takes ek dk to dk for any k # I, dk # Dk .
Theorem 4.5. _ is an isomorphism of P-modules.
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If D=D$D" where D$, D" # C0 and if the theorem is true when D is
replaced by D$ or by D", then clearly, the theorem is true for D. Hence to
prove the theorem, we may assume that for some k # I we have
(a) Dk=C and Di=0 for all i # I&[k].
The assumption (a) will be in force until the end of 4.10.
Let $ be such that k # I $. We set D[u]=D[u, (&1)u&1 $]; we have
D[u, (&1)u $]=0.
4.6. For u0 we define &u # Z[I] inductively by &0=k and &u=
sI (&1) u $ &u&1 for u1. (Notation of 3.6.) We define N # [0, ] as follows.
If &u # N[I] for all u1, we set N=. If &u  N[I] for some u1 we
define N # N by the condition
&0 # N[I], &1 # N[I], ..., &N # N[I], &N+1  N[I].
Lemma 4.7. (a) Assume that N<. Then, for u # [0, N], D[u] is an
indecomposable object of (&1) u&1 $C and |D[u]|=&u . If u # [0, N&1], then
D[u] # (&1) u&1 $C , while if u=N, then D[u]  (&1) u&1 $C and for u>N
we have D[u]=0.
(b) Assume that N=. Then, for u0, D[u] is an indecomposable
object of (&1) u&1 $C and |D[u]|=&u . For all u0, we have D[u] # (&1) u&1 $C .
We prove the following statement.
Assume that u1 and that D[u&1] is an indecomposable object of (&1)u&2 $C;
assume also that D[u&1] # (&1)u&2 $C and that |D[u&1]|=&u&1 . Then
(c) D[u] is an indecomposable object of (&1) u&1 $C and |D[u]|=&u ;
(d) if furthermore, &u+1 # N[I], then D[u] # (&1) u&1 $C ;
(e) if on the other hand, &u+1  N[I], then D[u]  (&1) u&1 $C and
D[u+1]=0.
Since D[u&1] # (&1) u&2 $C , we have
|D[u]|=|C(&1) u $(D[u&1])|=sI (&1)u $&u&1=&u
(see 3.7(a)). In particular, C(&1)u $(D[u&1]){0. Since D[u&1] is indecom-
posable, we deduce that D[u]=C(&1) u $(D[u&1]) is indecomposable
(see 3.7(a)). This proves (c).
Assume now that D[u]  (&1) u&1 $C ; since D[u] is indecomposable,
from 3.7(c) we deduce &u+1=sI (&1) u+1 $&u  N[I]. This proves (d).
Next assume that D[u] # (&1) u&1 $C . Then, by the proof of (c) with u
replaced by u+1, we would deduce that |D[u+1]|=&u+1; hence &u+1 # N[I].
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Thus, under the assumption of (e), we must have D[u]  (&1) u&1 $C and
then 3.7(c) gives D[u+1]=C(&1) u+1 $(D[u])=0. Thus (e) holds.
Clearly, the lemma follows from (c), (d), (e) by induction.
Lemma 4.8. Assume that (I, H) is connected and of finite type, that is,
W (see 3.6) is finite. Let c be the Coxeter number of W.
(a) If uc&1, then i # I (&1) u $ dim Dui i+i # I (&1) u&1 $ dim D
u&1
i i=&u .
(b) If uc&1 and i # I, we have Dui =0.
In this case, it is well known that N in 4.6 is equal to c&1 and that
(c) &c&1=k$ # I (&1)
c $
where k$ is the image of k under the opposition involution of I. Hence (a)
follows from 4.7. Now (b) also follows from 4.7, except for the statement
that
Dc&1i =0 for i # I
(&1)c&1 $
which follows from (a) with u=c&1 and from (c).
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We write s$$P
i
k instead of
s
| $$ P
i
k . We also write
s
$$Pk instead of
s
| $$ Pk . From the definitions, we see that _ carries
s
&$P
i
k into D
2s
i if i # I
$; s&$ P
i
k into D
2s&1
i if i # I
&$;
s
$P
i
k into D
2s+1
i if i # I
$; s$P
i
k into D
2s
i if i # I
$.
Hence, _ carries s$Pk into D[2s+1] and
s
&$Pk into D[2s].
Since _ is surjective and
Pk= 
s0
( s$Pk)= 
s0
( s&$Pk),
D-= 
s0
D[2s+1]= 
s0
D[2s],
it follows that _ restricts to surjective maps
(a) s$ Pk  D[2s+1],
s
&$Pk  D[2s].
From the formulas
C&$(D[2s])=D[2s+1], C$(D[2s+1])=D[2s+2],
C&$( s&$Pk)=
s
$Pk , C$(
s
$Pk)=
s+1
&$ Pk
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(see 3.8, 4.3(a)) we see by induction on s0 that
s
$ Pk $D[2s+1] as $F-modules,
s
&$ Pk $D[2s] as &$F-modules.
(To start the induction, note that 0&$Pk , D[0] are both one dimensional,
concentrated in degree k.)
Hence the surjective maps (a) must be isomorphisms. They are linear
maps between vector spaces of the same (finite) dimension. Hence _ itself
must be an isomorphism. The theorem is proved.
4.10. The previous argument shows also that _ restricts to isomorphisms
s
&$P
i
k[D
2s
i if i # I
$; s&$ P
i
k[D
2s&1
i if i # I
&$;
s
$P
i
k [D
2s+1
i if i # I
&$; s$ P
i
k[D
2s
i if i # I
$.
Corollary 4.11. (Compare [L1, 14.2(1)].) Assume that (I, H) is
connected, of finite type. Let c be as in 4.8. If m # F ik is a monomial of length
uc&1 in F then m # J.
We must show that the image m of m in P ik is zero. By 4.8 (applied to
D as in 4.5(a)), it suffices to show that m D0k=0 in D
-. But m D0k # D
u
i and
this is zero, by 4.8.
4.12. In the setup of 4.11, note that there are only finitely many monomials
of length c&2 in F. Hence 4.11 implies that P is finite dimensional over
C (a result due to Gelfand and Ponomarev [GP]).
4.13. Let D # C0 and let & # N[I]. Under the identification E D=D- as
P-modules (see 4.5), the variety R nD, & in 2.26 is identified with the algebraic
variety consisting of all P-submodules V of D- which contain Dui for i # I
and large enough u and satisfy |D-V |=&.
5. THE MAP 
5.1. Let * be as in 2.4. In this section we assume that (I, H) is connected
and of finite type. Let c be as in 4.8. The assumption of 4.1 is now satisfied;
we shall take = as in 4.1.
5.2. Let D # C. For any f # F ij and any linear form / on Hom(Dj , D i)
we define a function bf, / : Z*D  C by bf, /(?)=/(?f). Let B$ be the C-algebra
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(with 1) of functions Z*D  C generated by the functions bf, / for various
f, / as above.
Lemma 5.3. (a) The algebra B$ is finitely generated.
(b) The set Z*D is in bijection with the set of algebra homomorphisms
B$  C. (To a point ? # Z*D corresponds the evaluation homomorphism b [ b(?).)
We prove (a). Let B$0 be the subalgebra of B$ generated by all bf, /
where f # F ij is a monomial of length c&2 and / is a linear form on
Hom(Dj , Di). Then B$0 is a finitely generated algebra since bf, / depends
linearly in / and dim Hom(Dj , Di)<. It is therefore enough to show
that B$=B$0 .
It is enough to show that for any monomial of length l in P ik and any
linear form / on Hom(Dk , Di), we have bm, / # B$0 . We argue by induction
on l. For lc&2 the result is clear. Assume now that lc&1. From 4.11,
we see that m is a C-linear combination of elements of form
f ij%j f
j
k= f
i
j%j, * f
j
k+*j f
i
j f
j
k
where f ij , f
j
k , f
i
j f
j
k are monomials of length l&2. Let / be a linear form
on Hom(Dk , D i). We can find linear forms /1 , /2 , ..., /r on Hom(Dk , D j)
and linear forms /$1 , /$2 , ..., /$r on Hom(Dj , D i) such that
/(AB)=/$1(A) /1(B)+/$2(A) /2(B)+ } } } +/$r(A) /r(B)
for all A # Hom(Dj , Di), B # Hom(Dk , Dj). For any ? # Z*D , we have
?f ij %j f jk=?f ij %j, * f jk+*j ?f ij f jk=?f ij ?f jk+*j ?f ij f jk
hence
/(?f ij %j f jk )=/$1(?f ij ) /1(?f jk)+/$2(?f ij ) /2(?f jk)
+ } } } +/$r(?f ij ) /r(?f jk)+*j/(?f ij f jk).
In other words,
bf ij %j f jk , /=bf ij , /$1 bf jk , /1+bf ij , /$2 bf jk , /2+ } } } +bf ij , /$r bf jk , /r+*jbf ij f jk , / .
By the induction hypothesis, the right hand side is in B$0 . Hence bf ij %j f jk , / # B0 .
Since bm, / is a C-linear combination of such bf ij %j f jk , / , we have bm, / # B$0 .
This proves (a).
We prove (b). Let }: B$  C be an algebra homomorphism. Let Aij be the
coordinate ring of the affine variety Hom(Dj , Di). For any f # F ij we have
a map Aij  B$; it associates to : Hom(Dj , D i)  C the function ? [ (?f)
on Z*D . Composing this map with }, we obtain an algebra homomorphism
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Aij  C. This must be given by evaluation at a well defined element ?f #
Hom(Dj , Di). Let ? be the collection (?f) where f varies. It is easy to see
that ? # Z*D . Then } is given by evaluation at ?. Conversely, any ? # Z
*
D
defines an algebra homomorphism B$  C. Thus we obtain the required
bijection. The lemma is proved.
5.4. From Lemma 5.3, we see that Z*D has a natural structure of affine
algebraic variety.
Now let V # C0. We set G=GV . Let 4D, V, *G (resp. MD, VG) be the
geometric quotient of the affine variety 4D, V, * (resp. MD, V) by the action
of the reductive group G. Note that 4D, V, *G is a closed subvariety of
MD, VG since 4D, V, * is a closed subvariety of MD, V .
We define a map $: 4D, V, *  Z*D by $(x, p, q)=(?f ij) where ?f ij=
qi f ij pj : D j  D i . (See 2.12.) From the definitions it is clear that $ is a
morphism of affine varieties. This morphism is constant on the orbits of G
hence it factors through a morphism : 4D, V, *G  Z*D .
In the following theorem, the statement that  is injective will be estab-
lished only for *=0; in the case where *{0, it will be established only
modulo a statement (see 5.9) which I have not completely verified. The
statement that  is finite will be established without restriction on *.
Theorem 5.5.  is a finite, infective morphism. In particular,  is a homeo-
morphism onto its image.
For the proof of finiteness of , we shall need two lemmas.
Lemma 5.6. Let A be a commutative C-algebra with 1 and let B be a
commutative subalgebra with 1 of A. Let (!t)t # T be a family of elements
which, together with B, generates A as an algebra. Let t [ kt be a function
from T to [1, 2, ...]. Let c # N, c1. We write T $=[t # T | kt<c], T"=
[t # T | ktc]. Assume that:
(i) T $ is finite;
(ii) for any t # T", there exists b # B such that !t&b is a C-linear
combination of elements !t$ with t$ # T, kt$<kt ;
(iii) for any t # T $, there exists n=n(t)1 such that !nt is a C-linear
combination of products !n1t1 !
n2
t2
} } } !nptp !
s
t where t1 , t2 , ..., tp # T", n1 , n2 , ..., ns # N,
s # [0, n&1] and n1 kt1+n2kt2+npktp+sks=n.
Then A is a finitely generated B-module.
Let X be the set of all. functions f : T  N which are zero for all but
finitely many t # T. For f # X, we set deg( f )=t # T f (t) kt # N and we
consider the product +f=>t # T ! f (t)t # A.
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By our assumption, the elements +f , ( f # X ) generate A as a B-module.
Let A0 be the B-submodule of A generated by the +f such that f (t)
n(t)&1 for all t # T $ and f (t)=0 for all t # T". Then A0 is finitely generated
as a B-module and it is enough to show that A0=A.
It is thus enough to show that +f # A0 for any f # X. We show this by
induction on deg( f ). If deg( f )=0, then +f=1 and the result is clear. We
now assume that deg( f )>0.
Assume first that f (t)>0 for some t # T". Let b # B be as in (ii). Let
f0 # X be defined by
f0(t~ )= f (t~ ) for t~ {t, f0(t)= f (t)&1.
By (ii), +f&b+f0 is a C-linear combination of elements +ft$ (for various t$ # T
with kt$<kt) where ft$ # X is defined by
ft$(t~ )= f (t~ ) for t~ {t, t$, ft$(t)= f (t)&1, ft$(t$)= f (t$)+1.
We have deg( f0)<deg( f ), deg( ft$)<deg( f ) (since kt$<kt). By the induction
hypothesis, +f0 # A0 , +ft$ # A0 , hence +f # A0 .
Assume next that f (t)n(t) for some t # T $. We substitute !n(t)t in +f by
the expression provided by (ii). We see that +f is a C-linear combination
of elements of the form +f where f # X satisfies
f (t)< f (t), f (t~ )= f (t~ ) for t~ # T $&[t], deg( f )=deg( f ).
These conditions imply that f (t~ )>0 for some t~ # T", hence the previous
argument applies to f and gives +f # A0 . It follows that +f # A0 .
Finally, we are left with the case where f (t)=0 for all t # T" and f (t)<n(t)
for all t # T $. In this case we have by definition +f # A0 . This completes the
induction. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 5.7. Let V be a C-vector space of finite dimension n0 and let
c # N, c1. For any integer n$ # N, let Yn$ be the set of all functions
w: [c, c+n0&1]  N such that zc zw(z)=n$.
There exists an integer n1 and functions ds : Yn&s  C ( for s # [0, n&1])
such that for any A # End(V) we have
Tr(A)n= :
s # [0, n&1], w # Yn&s
ds(w) Tr(A)s ‘
c+n0&1
z=c
Tr(Az)w(z).
The proof is left to the reader.
For example, if n0=2 and c=2 we have Tr(A)3=3 Tr(A) Tr(A2)&2 Tr(A3).
If n0=2 and c=3 we have
Tr(A)6=8 Tr(A)3 Tr(A3)&9 Tr(A)2 Tr(A4)+2 Tr(A3)2.
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5.8. Proof of finiteness of . Let A, B$ be the coordinate rings of
4D, V, * G, Z*D . Let B be the image of the homomorphism B$  A induced
by . We must prove that A is a finitely generated B-module.
Since 4D, V, *G is a closed subvariety of MD, VG, we have a natural
surjective homomorphism RG  A, where RG is the algebra of G-invariants
in the coordinate ring R of MD, V . Hence A is generated as an algebra by
the images of the generators of the algebra RG described in 1.3. Thus, A is
generated by elements !t(t # T) where t is a non-empty cycle and !t is the
corresponding function in 1.2(a) restricted to 4D, V, * and by elements !$s
where s is a path and !$s is the corresponding function in 1.2(b) restricted
to 4D, V, * . For a cycle t # T let kt # [1, 2, ...] be the length of the cycle.
From the definitions, it is clear that B is just the subalgebra of A generated
by the various !$s . Hence A is generated as a B-algebra by the elements !t .
Let c=c&11.
We show that the assumptions of Lemma 5.6 are satisfied. The assumption
5.6(i) is obviously satisfied, and the assumption 5.6(iii) follows from the
definitions using Lemma 5.7. Now let t=(h1 , h2 , ..., hr) # T be a cycle of
length rc=c&1. (See 1.2(a).) By 4.11, the monomial m # F defined by
t belongs to J hence is a C-linear combination of elements
f ij%j f
j
i = f
i
j%j, * f
j
i +*j f
i
j f
j
i .
Hence for (x, p, q) # 4D, V, * and v # Vh$1 we have (in the F-module structure
on V defined by x)
hrhr&1 } } } h1(v)=:* ( f ij%j, * f
j
i (v)+*j f
i
j f
j
i (v))
=:* ( f ij pjqj f
j
i (v)+*j f
i
j f
j
i (v)),
where * denotes ‘‘C-linear combination of.’’ Taking traces on Vh$1 , we
obtain
!t(x, p, q)=:* (Tr( f ij pjqj f
j
i )+*j Tr( f
i
j f
j
i ))
=:* (Tr(qj f ji f
i
j pj)+*j Tr( f
i
j f
j
i ))
that is, !t is a C-linear combination of elements of form !$s # B and elements
of form !t$ with t$ # T such that kt$=kt&2. Thus, the assumption 5.6(ii) is
satisfied in our case. We may apply Lemma 5.6 and we see that A is finitely
generated as a B-module. Thus, the finiteness of  is established.
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5.9. For the proof of injectivity of , we shall need the following
statement.
(a) There is a unique closed G-orbit in 40, V, * .
In the case where *=0, this follows from 2.22 and 4.11: the only closed
orbit is [0].
For general * this should follow along the following lines (but I have not
verified all the details).
Let R be the set of all : # Z[I] that are of the form w(i) for some w # W
and some i # I (that is, the set of roots). Let R* be the set of all :=i :i i
in R such that i :i *i=0.
Assume first that * satisfies the following condition: there exists a subset
I$ of I such that R* is the intersection of R with the subgroup of Z[I]
generated by I$. Then one should necessarily have Vi=0 for all i  I$ and
therefore 40, V, *=40, V, 0 in which case the desired result is already known.
If * does not satisfy the condition above, then we can find w # W so
that *$=w(*) does satisfy that condition. Using a sequence of ‘‘reflection
functors’’ corresponding to a reduced expression of w, one should deduce
the desired result for * from the corresponding result for *$.
5.10. Proof of injectivity of . The proofs in this subsection will be
modulo the validity of 5.9(a). (They are unconditional for *=0.)
It is enough to prove the following statement.
Let (x, p, q), (x$, p$, q$) be two points in 4D, V, * . Let ?, ?$ be the corre-
sponding points of Z*D . (See 2.12.) Assume that ?=?$. Assume also that the
the G-orbit of (x, p, q) and the G-orbit of (x$, p$, q$) are closed in 4D, V, * .
Then (x, p, q), (x$, p$, q$) are in the same G-orbit.
We associate W, T to (x, p, q) as in Lemma 2.30, and we attach in the
same way W$, T$ to (x$, p$, q$). We have
(x|W , p, q|W ) # 4sD, W, * & 4*
s
D, W, * , (x$| W$ , p$, q$|W$) # 4
s
D, W$, * & 4*
s
D, W$, * .
Consider the subspace W i of Vi spanned by the elements f il pl (dl) with
f il # F
i
l , dl # Dl (for various l). (The action of f
i
l is given by the F-module
structure on V defined by x.) Then W =i # I W i is an x-adapted subspace
of W containing Im( p). Since (x|W , p, q|W ) # 4sD, W, 0 , we must have W =W.
We define a linear map #i : Wi  E"Di by wi [ k # I ,k where ,k #
Hom(Fki , Dk) is given by ,k( f
k
i )=qk( f
k
i wi) for wi # Wi . Now Ker(#i) is
an I-graded, x-adapted subspace of W contained in Ker(q). Since (x|W , p, q|W )
# 4*sD, W, 0 , we must have Ker(#i)=0. It follows that dim W i=dim #i (Wi)
=dim #i (W i). Now #i (W i) is the subspace of E"Di spanned by the elements
k # I ,k where ,k # Hom(Fki , Dk) is given by
,k( f ki )=qk( f
k
i f
i
l pl (dl))=?f ik f il (dl)
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with f ki # F
k
i , f
i
l # F
i
l , dl # Dl (for various l ). Equivalently, #i (W i) is the
subspace of E"Di spanned by the elements :?( f
i
l dl) for various f
i
l # F
i
l ,
dl # Dl . Thus, #i (W i)=:?(EDi ).
We see therefore that dim Wi=dim :?(EDi ). Similarly, we have dim W$i
=dim :?$(EDi ). Since ?=?$, we have :?=:?$ , hence dim Wi=dim W$i .
Since this holds for any i, we have |W|=|W$| and hence |T|=|T$|.
Now the element in Z*D attached to (x|W , p, q|W ) as in 2.12 is clearly
just ? above. Similarly, the element in Z*D attached to (x$|W , p$, q$|W ) as in
2.12 is just ?$. (Recall that ?=?$.)
By Lemma 2.28, we can find an isomorphism W[W$ in C0 which
carries (x|W , p, q|W ) to (x$|W$ , p$, q$|W$).
By 5.9(a), we can find an isomorphism T[T$ in C0 which carries
(x|T , 0, 0) to (x$|T$ , 0, 0). Taking the direct sum of these two isomorphisms,
we find an isomorphism V[V in C0 which carries (x, p, q) to (x$, p$, q$).
Hence (x, p, q), (x$, p$, q$) are in the same G-orbit. The injectivity of  is
established. Theorem 5.5 is proved.
5.11. Let Xi be the subspace of ED spanned by the elements f ik dk
with f ik # P
i
k of length c&2 and dk # Dk (k variable). Let X=i # I Xi .
Note that X # C0.
Proposition 5.12. For any ? # Z*D we have X+I
?=ED.
Let f ik # P
i
k be of length l and let dk # Dk . It is enough to show that
f ik dk # Xi+I
?
i . We argue by induction on l0. If lc&2, the result is
obvious. Assume now that lc&1. By 4.11, f ik dk is a C-linear combina-
tion of elements
f ij%j f
j
k dk= f
i
j%j, * f
j
k dk+*j f
i
j f
j
k dk ,
where f ij , f
j
k , f
i
j f
j
k are monomials of length <l. By the induction hypo-
thesis, we have f ij f
j
k dk # X+I
?, so it remains to show that f ij%j, * f
j
k 
dk # X+I?. We have
f ij%j, * f
j
k dk=&;?( f
i
j  f
j
k dk)& f
i
j ?f jk (dk).
We have ;?( f ij f
j
k dk) # I
? and f ij ?f jk (dk) # X+I
? by the induction
hypothesis. The proposition is proved.
Corollary 5.13. The union of the images of the maps : 4D, V, *G  Z*D
( for fixed *, D but variable V) is the whole of Z*D .
Let ? # Z*D . By, 5.12, we have E
DI? # C0. Let V/ED be given by
V=I?. Let (x, p, q) # 4D, EDV, * be defined as in 2.18. As pointed out
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in 2.18, the element of Z*D attached to this (x, p, q) is just ?. The corollary
follows.
Corollary 5.14. Let V # C0. If 4sV, D, * {<, then dim Vdim X.
Indeed, let (?, V) correspond to (V, x, p, q) under 2.20. Since I?/V
and V is isomorphic to EDV, we have dim V=dim EDVdim EDI?
dim X. The last inequality follows from 5.12. The corollary is proved.
6. THE AFFINE CASE
6.1. Let 1 be a finite group. Let C1 be the category whose objects are
C-vector spaces with a given linear action of 1 and whose morphisms are
C-linear maps compatible with the 1-action. Let C01 be the full subcategory of C1
whose objects are finite dimensional C-vector spaces with a given linear action
of 1. For M, M$ # C1 , we write Hom1(M, M$) instead of HomC1 (M, M$).
Let I be the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible 1-modules over C.
For each i # I we assume given a simple 1-module \i in the class i. Let
Di=dim \i .
We have equivalences of categories A: C[C1 , A$: C1[C, inverse to
each other,
V [ A(V)=
i # I
Hom(\i , Vi),
M  A$(M)=
i # I
Hom1 (C, \i M),
where C is considered with the trivial 1-action.
Let A be a ring in C1 , that is, an object of C1 , with a given morphism
AA  A in C1 which make A into an associative C-algebra.
Let A =i, j # I A ij where A
i
j=Hom1 (\j , \i A). We regard A as a
C-algebra in which the product of f # Hom1 (\j , \i A) and f $ #
Hom1 (\k , \j $ A) is the composition
\k w
f $ \j A ww
f 1A \i AA  \i A, if j= j $,
(the last map is given by multiplication in A), and is zero if j{ j $.
We say that M # C1 is an A-module in C1 if we are given a morphism
AM  M in C1 which makes the C-vector space M into an A-module in
the usual sense. If M is an A-module in C1 , then A$(M) is an A -module
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in which the product of f # Hom1 (\j , \i A) and g # Hom1 (C, \j $M) is
the composition
C w
g \j M ww
f 1M \i AM  \i M, if j= j $
(the last map is given by the A-module structure of M) and is zero, if j{ j $.
For such M, the following statement is easily verified:
(a) The map M1 [ A$(M1) establishes a bijection between the set of
1-stable subspaces of M that are A-submodules and the set of I-graded
subspaces of A$(M) that are A -submodules.
6.2. From now on, we assume that 1 is a finite subgroup of the
symplectic group Sp(T ) where T is a two-dimensional C-vector space with
a given non-singular symplectic form ( , ): T_T  C. For u # N we set
T u=TT } } } T (u factors) and let S u be the u-th symmetric power
of T, regarded as a quotient of Tu. Let S -=u # N S u. This is naturally a
quotient algebra of the tensor algebra T -=u # N T u. Note that Su, T u are
naturally 1-modules since T is a 1-module. Moreover, S-, T - are rings
in C1 . If M # C01 then S
- M is naturally an S--module in C1 (1 acts on
both factors).
Definition 6.3. Let M, M$ # C01 . Let H
M$(M) be the set of all S --sub-
modules W of S-M which are also 1-submodules such that (S-M)W is
isomorphic to M$ as a 1-module. Let HM$0 (M) be the set of all W # H
M$(M)
such that W contains Su M for all large enough u.
Note that in the last definition u can be taken independent of W; it
follows that HM$0 (M) is a projective variety (a closed subvariety of a
grassmannian).
When 1=[1] and M=C, M$=Cn, then HM$(M) is just the Hilbert
scheme of n points on T and HM$0 (M) is just the fibre at 0 of the canonical
map of the Hilbert scheme to the n-th symmetric power of T. Thus,
HM$(M) is a generalization of the Hilbert scheme.
The main result of this section is that, if 1{[1], then HM$0 (M) may be
canonically identified with the moduli space (or set of similarity classes) of
‘‘nilpotent’’ stable quadruples R$nD, & for a graph (I, H) determined by 1 as
in McKay’s correspondence and for D, & determined by M, M$.
The analogy between quiver varieties and Hilbert schemes has already
been pointed out by Nakajima [N3].
6.4. We shall use the following notation: if V, V$ are finite dimensional
C-vector spaces with a given non-degenerate bilinear pairing ( , ): V_V$  C,
we define |( , ) # V_V$ by |( , )=s # 7 ese$s where (es)s # 7 , (e$s)s # 7 are
bases of V, V$ such that (es, e$s$)=$s, s$ for all s, s$. (Then |( , ) is independent
of the choice of bases.)
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In the following lemma, the symplectic vector space T does not play a
role.
Lemma 6.5. Let M # C1 . Let D # C*. We define a bilinear form ( , )$j :
Hom1 (\j , M)_Hom1 (M, \j)  C by ( f, f $)$j=(DjD)&1 Tr( ff $: M  M).
Let a$j : Hom(\j , M)Hom1(M, \j)  Hom1 (M, M) be the linear map
which attaches to f  f $ the composition ff $: M  M. Then:
(a) The bilinear form ( , )$j is non-singular.
(b) Let |( , )$j # Hom1 (\j , M)Hom1 (M, \j) be defined as in 6.4.
Then j # I a$j (|( , )$j) # Hom1 (M, M) is equal to D1M .
(a) is immediate. We prove (b). It is easy to see that, if the lemma is
true for some D # C*, then it is true for any D # C*. Hence we may assume
that D=1. We can write canonically M=j # I M j (in C1) where M j is
the \j-isotypic component of M. We have canonically
Hom1 (\j , M j)=Hom1 (\j , M), Hom1(M j, \j)=Hom1 (M, \j).
Then the form ( , )$j defined in terms of M j becomes identified with the form
( , )$j defined in terms of M and the element |( , )$j defined in terms of M j
becomes identified with the element |( , )$j defined in terms of M. If the
result is true for each M j instead of M, we see that (with the notation of
(b)), a$j (|( , )j) # Hom1 (M, M) is equal to to the composition of the canonical
projection M  M j with the canonical imbedding M j  M. Summing these
over all j we get the identity map of M. Hence (b) would hold for M. Thus
we are reduced to the case where M is \j-isotypic. In this case the proof
is immediate. The lemma is proved.
6.6. Let t=dim T. In 6.66.9, we do not need the assumption that t=2.
We write \i T u instead of \i T u. (An object of C01 .) For i, j # I we set
X ji =Hom1 (\i , \j T ), X$
j
i =Hom1 (\iT, \j).
We define a bilinear form ( , ) j : X ij_X
j
i  C or, equivalently, a linear
function X ij X ji  C as the composition
Xij X ji w
aj Hom1 (\i , \iT 2) w
b
Hom1 (\i , \i) w
c
C,
where aj , b, c are the linear maps defined as follows.
aj attaches to f  f $ # X ij X
j
i the composition \i w
f $ \jT ww
f1T \iT 2.
b attaches to f " # Hom1 (\i , \iT2) the composition \i w
f " \i T2
www
1( , ) \i .
c is &(tDiDj)&1 times the trace of a linear transformation of the C-vector
space \i .
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Proposition 6.7. (a) For f # X ij , f $ # X
j
i we have ( f, f $) j=&( f $, f ) i .
(b) The bilinear form ( , ) j : X ij_X
j
i  C is non-singular.
(c) Let |( , )j # X ij X
j
i , |
( , ) # TT be defined as in 6.4. Let %i=
j # I aj (|( , )j) # Hom1 (\i , \iT 2). Then %i is the map x [ &tDi x|( , ).
We prove (a). Let (es)s # 7 be a basis of T. We can write
f (x)= :
s # 7
fs(x)es , f $(x$)= :
s # 7
f $s(x$)es
for x # \j , x$ # \i , where fs : \j  \i , f $s : \i  \j are C-linear maps.
From the definitions we have
( f, f $) j=&(tDi Dj)&1 :
s, s$ # 7
(es$ , es) Tr( fs$ f $s : \i  \i),
( f $, f ) i=&(tDi Dj)&1 
s, s$ # 7
(es$ , es) Tr( f $s$ fs : \j  \j).
We now use the equalities Tr( f $s$ fs : \j  \j)=Tr( fs f $s$ : \i  \i) and (es$ , es)
=&(es , es$) and we get (a).
From the definitions we see that we have a commutative diagram
1d
c$
X ij X
j
i ww
aj Hom1 (\i , \i T2) ww
b
Hom1 (\i , \i)
d c
X ij X$
j
i ww
a$j Hom1 (\iT, \iT ) C
Here aj , b, c are as in 6.6 and the linear maps a$j , c$, d, d are defined as
follows.
a$j attaches to f  f $ # X ij X$
j
i the composition \iT w
f $ \j w
f \iT.
c$ is (tDi Dj)&1 times the trace of a linear transformation of the C-vector
space \i T.
d : X ji  X$
j
i attaches to f $ # X
j
i the composition \i T ww
f $1T \jT2
wwww
1( , ) \j .
d attaches to f " # Hom1 (\i , \iT 2) the composition \i T ww
f "1T \iT 3
www
1( , ) \iT.
Clearly, d, d are isomorphisms. Moreover, d carries the map x [
&tDix|( , ) (in Hom1 (\i , \iT2)) to tDi 1\iT .
Using the commutative diagram above, we see that (b),(c) are
consequences of Lemma 6.5(a),(b), with M=\i T and D=tDi .
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6.8. Since T -, S - are rings in C1 , we can associate to them algebras
T -= 
i, j # I
Hom1 (\j , \i T -), S -= 
i, j # I
Hom1 (\j , \i S -)
as in 6.1. The canonical surjection T -  S - induces a surjective algebra
homomorphism T -  S - whose kernel is
(a) i, j Hom1 (\j , \i K-)/T -
where K-=u # N Ku and Ku=Ker(T u  S u).
Lemma 6.9. The two sided ideal 6.8(a) is generated by i, j # I Hom1 (\j ,
\i K2).
Multiplication in T - defines an isomorphism
Hom1 (\k , \i T u$)Hom1 (\l , \k K2)
Hom1 (\j , \l T u")[Hom1 (\j , \i T u$ K 2T u").
Since Ku=u$, u" # N; u$+u"+2=u T u$K2T u", the lemma follows.
6.10. From now on we will make use of the assumption that t=dim(T)=2.
Then K2 is one-dimensional. It is clearly spanned by the 1-invariant element
|( , ) # T 2. Hence Hom1 (\j , \i K2) is 0 for i{ j, while for i= j it is the
subspace of Hom1 (\i , \i T 2) spanned by %i (see 6.7). Hence from
Lemma 6.9 we deduce:
Proposition 6.11. S - is the quotient of the algebra T - by the two-sided
ideal generated by the elements %i with i # I.
6.12. From now on we assume that 1{[1]. Then
(a) X ii=0 for all i # I.
Indeed, if 1 contains the centre of Sp(T ), then that centre acts by different
characters on \i , \i T hence these two representations of 1 are disjoint.
If, on the other hand, 1 does not contain the centre of 1, then 1 is a cyclic
subgroup of Sp(T) of odd order 3. Then \i is one dimensional. If we
had X ii {0, then T would contain the unit representation of 1, which is
manifestly not the case. Thus, (a) is verified.
For any i{ j in I we choose a basis H ji of X
j
i . Let H=i, j H
j
i . Using
Lemma 6.7(a),(b), we may assume that there exists an involution h [ h of
H such that the following hold:
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if h # H ij , then h # H
j
i ;
(h, h ) j==(h)&1 where =(h) # C* for h # H ij ;
(h, h ) j=0 if h # H ij , h # H
j
i , h {h .
For h # H ji we set h$=i, h"= j. Then (I, H), h [ h , h [ h$, h [ h", h [ =(h)
are as in 1.1, 2.1. Hence the algebras F, P are defined in terms of these
data as in 2.2, 2.25. Note that, for i, j # I, u # N, multiplication in T - defines
an isomorphism

i1 , i2 , ..., iu&1
X ii1 X
i1
i2
X i2i3  } } } X
iu&1
j [Hom1 (\j , \iT
u).
This gives a C-basis given by monomials in the h, and gives an algebra
isomorphism
F[T -. (b)
Clearly the element %i # T - given by 6.7(c) corresponds under this isomorphism
to the element %i # F (see 2.4). Hence there is an induced algebra isomorphism
P[S -. (c)
6.13. Let D # C0 and let M=A(D) # C01 . Using the definition (see 2.25)
and 6.12(c) we have
E Di =
k # I
Hom1 (\k , \i S -)Hom1 (C, \k M)
=Hom1 (C, \i S -M).
The last isomorphism is obtained by attaching to
f f $ # Hom1 (\k , \i S -)Hom1 (C, \k M)
the composition C w
f $ \k M ww
f1M \i S -M. In other words,
E D=A$(S -M). (a)
Now S-M is naturally a module over S- in C1. This induces on A$(S-M)
a structure of S --module (as explained in 6.1). This corresponds to the
P-module structure on E D via (a) and 6.12(c). Using 6.1(a) we see therefore
that
(b) the map M1 [ A$(M1) establishes a bijection between the set of
1-stable subspaces of S -M that are S --submodules and the set of I-graded
subspaces of E D that are P-submodules.
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Let us also fix & # N[I] or equivalently, an isomorphism class of an
object M$ # C01 . (The correspondence is &=|A$(M$)|.) Combining the
bijection (b) with the bijection in 2.26 between the sets 2.26 (a),(b) we
obtain the following result.
Proposition 6.14. There is a canonical bijection between the set of
(similarity classes of ) stable quadruples in R$D, &, 0 such that the associated
? # Z0D is zero, and the set H
M$(M) (see 6.3).
Similarly, combining the bijection in 2.26 with 6.13(b), we obtain the
following result.
Corollary 6.15. The bijection in 6.14 restricts to a bijection between
the set of (similarity classes of ) stable quadruples in R$nD, & and the set H
M$
0 (M).
6.16. We consider the linear C*-action t: v [ t b v on S-M given by
t b v=tuv for t # C*, v # S uM. This action commutes with the 1-action.
For any f # Sl and any v # S-M we have t b ( fv)=tlf (t b v). It follows that,
if W is a S--submodule and a 1-submodule of S -M, then t b W is again a
S--submodule and a 1-submodule of S-M. Moreover, if W contains SuM
then so does t b W. We thus obtain an (algebraic) action t: W [ t b W of
C* on HM$0 (M).
This action seems to be different from the one defined by Nakajima in
[N1, N2] since Nakajima’s action depends on a choice of orientation,
while ours does not.
Let HM$0 (M)
C* be the fixed point of this C*-action.
It is clear that HM$0 (M)
C* is the projective variety consisting of all
S--submodules W of S - M which are also 1-submodules, such that
W=u # N W
u where Wu is a subspace of SuM for any u, equal to
SuM for large enough u and such that (S - M)W is isomorphic to M$
as a 1-module.
7. GRAPHS OF FINITE TYPE
7.1. The description of the sets R$nD, & for a connected graph of finite
type can be reduced to that in the affine case, as follows.
Let 1/Sp(T ) be as in 6.2. Assume that 1{[1]. Let C0
*1
be the full
subcategory of C01 whose objects are those M # C
0
1 such that the unit
representation of 1 does not appear in M.
Let i0 # I (see 6.1) be the class of the unit representation of 1 and let
I
*
=I&[i0]. Let H* be the subset of H (see 6.12) consisting of those h # H
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such that h${i0 , h"{i0 . Then (I* , H*) is a graph as in 1.1, 2.1; moreover,
it is connected, of finite type.
Let D be a finite dimensional I
*
-graded C-vector space and let & # N[I
*
].
It is clear that R$nD, & defined in terms of (I*, H*) may be canonically identified
with the set R$nD, & defined in terms of (I, H), where D is regarded as an I-graded
vector space with Di0=0 and & is regarded as an element of N[I] in the
obvious way. Let M # C01 be defined by M=A(D) and let M$ # C
0
1 be
defined (up to isomorphism) in terms of & as in 6.13 (so that, in fact,
M, M$ # C0
*1
). Then, by 6.15,
R$nD, & is in canonical bijection with H
M$
0 (M).
Note that in our case we have
(a) HM$(M)=HM$0 (M).
An equivalent statement is: if (V, x, p, q) is a stable quadruple for (I
*
, H
*
),
D and *=0 such that the associated element ? # Z0D is 0, then x is nilpotent
and q=0. This follows from 2.23(a) and 4.11.
Definition 7.2. Let M # C0V 1 . Let H(M) be the set of all S
--submodules
W of S -M which are also 1-submodules such that (S -M)W # C0
*1
.
For W # H(M) we have automatically SuM/W for all large enough u.
(See 7.1(a).) Hence.
H(M)=’
M$
HM$0 (M),
disjoint union over all isomorphism classes of objects M$ # C0
*1
. Note that
this is actually a finite union since (for fixed M) HM$0 (M) is empty for all
but finitely many M$. (See 5.14.) Hence
H(M) is naturally a projective algebraic variety.
7.3. We have a C*-action on H(M) which on each HM$0 (M) is as in 6.16.
Let H(M)C* be the fixed point of this C*-action. It is clear that H(M)C*
is the projective variety consisting of all S--submodules W of S -M
which are also 1-submodules, such that W=u # N Wu where Wu is a
subspace of SuM for any u, equal to S uM for large enough u and
such that (S-M)W # C0
*1
.
7.4. In many respects, there is a close analogy between the affine Hecke
algebra corresponding to, say, G=PGLn and the modified (degenerate)
affine quantized enveloping algebra A corresponding to (I, H) or to 1.
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Similarly, there is a close analogy between the class of projective varieties
Bu (of Borel subgroups of G containing a unipotent element u # G) and the
class of projective varieties H(M) (for M # C0
*, 1
).
Let us illustrate these assertions.
In the affine Hecke algebra one has a canonical basis and corresponding
two-sided cells and left cells. The two-sided cells are indexed by the unipotent
classes in G and the number of left cells in the two sided cell corresponding to
the class of a unipotent element u is the Euler characteristic of Bu .
On the other hand, A has a canonical basis and corresponding two-sided
cells and left cells (see [L3]). Conjecturally (see [L3]), the two-sided cells
are in bijection with the set N[I
*
] (or equivalently with the set of isomorphism
classes of objects M # C0
*, 1
). One can conjecture that the number of left
cells contained in the two-sided cell corresponding to M is the Euler charac-
teristic of H(M). (For type A this is equivalent to the conjecture [L3, 5.7].)
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